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Climate change selects for heterozygosity in a
declining fur seal population
Jaume Forcada1 & Joseph Ivan Hoffman2

Global environmental change is expected to alter selection pressures
in many biological systems1–3, but the long-term molecular and life
history data required to quantify changes in selection are rare4. An
unusual opportunity is afforded by three decades of individual-based
data collected from a declining population of Antarctic fur seals in
the South Atlantic. Here, climate change has reduced prey availability
and caused a significant decline in seal birth weight. However, the
mean age and size of females recruiting into the breeding population
are increasing. We show that such females have significantly higher
heterozygosity (a measure of within-individual genetic variation) than
their non-recruiting siblings and their own mothers. Thus, breeding
female heterozygosity has increased by 8.5% per generation over the
last two decades. Nonetheless, as heterozygosity is not inherited from
mothers to daughters, substantial heterozygote advantage is not transmitted from one generation to the next and the decreasing viability of
homozygous individuals causes the population to decline. Our results
provide compelling evidence that selection due to climate change is
intensifying, with far-reaching consequences for demography as well
as phenotypic and genetic variation.
Heterozygosity is often associated with Darwinian fitness in natural
populations5. Episodic heterozygote advantage can lead to an increase
in the proportion of heterozygous genotypes during periods of environmental stress, particularly in populations undergoing demographic
changes6. However, heterozygosity usually has low heritability (although
dissenting results have been reported7) and it is unclear whether shortterm changes in the proportion of heterozygous individuals can generate
measurable impacts on life history and population parameters, which
in turn could help to buffer the impacts of long-term climate change.
An unprecedented opportunity to investigate the relationship between
individual heterozygosity and demographic response to climate change
is afforded by three decades of biometric, life history and genetic data
from a population of Antarctic fur seals (Arctocephalus gazella). In this
species, several key components of fitness including male reproductive
success, body size and mate choice correlate with heterozygosity measured
at nine microsatellite markers8–10. We analysed 31 years of individualbased data (1982–2012 inclusive) from a population on the island of
South Georgia, in an area of the southwest Atlantic strongly affected
by climate change11–14. This population shows significant demographic
fluctuation12,14 linked to two major modes of climate variation: El Niño
Southern Oscillation and the Southern Annular Mode (SAM).The SAM
impacts the local ecosystem more directly through atmospheric, cryospheric and oceanographic variability13, in turn modulating the availability of Antarctic krill (Euphausia superba), a keystone species and
staple food of these fur seals11,14.
Antarctic fur seals became abundant after recovering from near extinction in the nineteenth century and are major consumers of krill in the
southwest Atlantic. However, the SAM has been mostly positive and
increasing since the early 1990s, and positive SAM conditions are typically associated with high sea surface temperature and reduced krill
availability14. We detected a 24% (standard error of the mean (s.e.m.) 5 8%)
decline in the number of breeding females over the past 27 years and

annual female numbers are accurately predicted by a model based on
SAM conditions and krill availability (Fig. 1a), suggesting a tight linkage between climate change, food availability and population size. The
period 2003–12 encompasses the worst observed population crashes and
has witnessed a decline in female numbers of around 30%.
To explore this species’ response to climate change, we analysed biometric data and used population models based on estimated vital rates
including survival, recruitment and fecundity. Female life histories were
modelled as a series of breeding decisions conditional on survival and
the SAM (a proxy for food availability). Models were parameterized using
mark–recapture data and include a locus-weighted measure of homozygosity (HL)15 based on nine microsatellite markers (Extended Data
Fig. 1 and Extended Data Table 1). Simultaneous effects of the SAM
and HL were investigated for the period 2000–12 using the individual
breeding histories of 1,703 closely monitored females of which 760 were
genotyped, corresponding to 11 breeding cohorts of which 6 were expected
to be fully recruited (that is, all of the females were older than the maximum age of first breeding by 2012).
Over the last 27 years, the average birth weight of female pups declined
by 7.8% (Fig. 1a). However, since 2003, females recruiting into the breeding population were 5% heavier at birth compared with non-recruited
females (Fig. 1b). They were also on average almost a year older (Fig. 1c)
and with a larger body size for their age when recruited compared with
two decades earlier when the population was stable (Fig. 1d). These results
support findings from other long-lived mammals, where sustained food
stress reduces both juvenile survival and reproductive rates, with a concomitant rise in age of first reproduction16.
Along with changes in size and age of first breeding, the mean HL of
breeding females also declined significantly over the last two decades
(Fig. 2a). This decline is estimated at 17% overall, or approximately 8.5%
per mean generation time, which itself decreased from 13.7 to 6.1 years
as adverse SAM conditions are also associated with reduced female longevity. This long-term trend indicates increasingly strong selection against
relatively homozygous individuals over time, as females recruiting after
2001 are significantly less homozygous than their own mothers, whereas
non-recruited females are not (Fig. 2b). These changes appear to be unrelated to mate choice9 since the mean heterozygosity of female offspring
does not change significantly over time (F-test for linear regression,
F1, 978 5 0.518, P 5 0.472). Instead, it appears that, as food availability
declines, increasingly only the most heterozygous females are able to
achieve breeding condition.
To further understand how heterozygosity has increased over time,
we examined SAM and HL effects on vital rates since 2000 (Supplementary Information). Variation in SAM significantly affects most of the life
cycle (Fig. 2c, d and Extended Data Fig. 2). During extreme positive
SAM anomalies, mean juvenile survival, adult survival and fecundity
declined by up to 37.1% (s.e.m. 5 7.1%), 41.5% (5.1%) and 32.1% (8.5%)
respectively. Survival of pre-breeders was inversely related to HL (Extended
Data Fig. 2a), particularly in first-year females. Even stronger associations
are seen between HL and the probability of recruiting at a given age, with
relatively homozygous females often failing to recruit, especially under
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Figure 1 | Long-term population and phenotypic change associated with
the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) in females of an Antarctic fur seal
population. a, Population growth rate model, best predicted by the
SAM and Antarctic krill availability (solid black line). a–d, Directional
phenotypic response in birth weight (a, b; n 5 1606 pups), age at primiparity
(c; n1983–92 5 102 and n2003–12 5 100) and body size at age (d; n1983–92 5 238
and n2003–12 5 256). In b and c, medians (~x) are given, and identical superscript
symbols indicate significant differences (P , 0.05, Mood’s median test; median

absolute deviations in parentheses). MO are mothers (n 5 54), ND daughters
never seen recruiting (n 5 386) and RD recruited daughters (n 5 42). 1983–92
and 2003–12 (c, d) were periods where consistent measurements allowed
independent decadal comparisons for a stable and a rapidly declining
population, respectively. Grey shaded areas and vertical bars correspond to 95%
CIs. Solid and dashed lines in d are fitted Gompertz growth models including
the predicted mean (dotted line) of the two periods.

worse SAM conditions (Fig. 2c, d). HL also strongly influences a mother’s
ability to rear a pup, depending on her age and breeding history. In
particular, females with high HL that failed or deferred breeding previously were more likely to fail subsequent breeding attempts than their
more heterozygous counterparts (Fig. 2e). Relatively homozygous mothers
therefore contribute offspring with lower viability to the population.
For a population to persist, its growth rate (l) must be one or larger17.
In long-lived species, the vital rates that contribute most to variation in
l usually buffer populations against environmental variability14. We estimated the stochastic form of l, expressed as log(ls)17, finding it to be
most sensitive to changes in the survival of breeders and pre-breeders
(Fig. 3 and Extended Data Table 2). However, log(ls) was also sensitive
to variation in juvenile survival rates, which in turn formed the largest
contributory term to temporal variation in growth rate (b
sl ). As expected,
the SAM greatly influenced these vital rates and contributed most to
the observed change in growth rate (Dl) during the period 2002–12
sl 5 0.09) and hence the
(Extended Data Table 2), where l was 0.903 (b
population was in decline (Fig.1a). In contrast, the strongest HL effects
were seen on recruitment and breeding success, which only marginally
contributed to b
sl and to which log(ls) was insensitive. In absolute terms,
the SAM contributed 87.5% to Dl and HL 12.5%. This nevertheless
represents an unprecedentedly high contribution of heterozygosity to
population growth rate18.

The population mean HL estimated using integral projection models19,20
was most sensitive to changes in parameters in the inheritance function
(Extended Data Fig. 4), which describes the probability distribution of
HL in pups as a function of the HL of mothers. However, neither these
parameters nor the heritability of HL, estimated as mother–offspring
regression of HL, were significantly different from zero (Supplementary
Information). In agreement, the strength of viability selection, defined
as the percentage contribution of survival to change in HL, was significantly higher (1.14%; confidence interval (CI): 0.50; 1.75) than the strength
of fertility selection, defined as the percentage contribution of fertility
to change in HL (0.51%; CI: 20.13; 1.02), and was most sensitive to changes
in SAM effects on the survival of pre-breeders (Extended Data Fig. 5).
Moreover, mean estimates of viability selection on HL significantly increased with increased SAM (Fig. 3a) and over time (Fig. 3b) as change
towards adverse SAM conditions altered the functional relationship
between survival and heterozygosity. This supports the hypothesis that
with worsening SAM conditions relatively homozygous individuals are
progressively filtered out of the population early in life, primarily through
viability selection.
Many previous studies have reported heterozygosity–fitness correlations, but rarely does r2 exceed 5% and it is more often around 1% (ref. 5).
There are several possibilities as to why we uncovered such a strong effect.
First, by integrating high-precision, long-term, individual-based data with
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Figure 2 | Long-term trend in
breeding female homozygosity,
expressed as homozygosity
weighted by locus (HL), and the
effects of homozygosity on female
recruitment and breeding success.
a, Temporal trend in HL (n 5 713
females) with linear regression fit
(dotted line with 95% CI in shaded
area). b, Differences in HL between
mothers (MO, n 5 45) and their
recruited daughters (RD, n 5 40)
and non-recruited daughters (ND,
n 5 38); median estimates (~x) are
given and median absolute
deviations are in parentheses; values
with the same superscript symbol
differ significantly (P , 0.05, Mood’s
median test). c, d, Variation in
probability of starting breeding at age
(recruitment) under negative and
positive SAM values, evaluated at
low (0), intermediate (0.3) and
high (0.6) homozygosity (HL).
e, Effects of variation in HL on
breeding success ; S indicates females
that successfully bred the previous
year and F, N indicates females that
previously failed or deferred
breeding. All vertical bars show
95% CIs.
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strongly relevant climate data in a well-defined analytical framework,
we can achieve unusually accurate phenotyping. Second, environmental
stress is known to exacerbate inbreeding depression21 and our declining
study population is clearly stressed. Third, the combination of polygyny
and natal site fidelity in fur seals probably creates a much greater risk of
inbreeding relative to many other species. Accordingly, six out of nine
loci show individually significant long-term declines in HL (Extended
Data Fig. 6) and the difference in HL between mothers and their recruited
daughters is significant for four loci (Extended Data Table 3), consistent
with a genome-wide reduction in heterozygosity rather than one or two
loci driving the pattern. Moreover, for a subset of pups genotyped at an
additional 101 genome-wide distributed single nucleotide polymorphisms22
multilocus HL is significantly correlated between the two marker sets
(F-test for linear regression, F1, 347 5 80.78, P , 0.0001), which is only to
be expected if there is variance in inbreeding in the sample of individuals.
The measure g2, which quantifies the excess of double-heterozygotes at
two loci relative to the expectation under random association, does not
differ significantly from zero for the microsatellite data (0.001; s.d. 5 0.002,
P 5 0.19; permutation test), but this probably reflects the fact that inbreeding is more readily detected through its effects on phenotype than through
correlations in heterozygosity between individual pairs of loci23. The
expected correlation between microsatellite heterozygosity and the inbreeding coefficient, calculated following the method described by ref. 23, is
only 20.211, indicating that, if inbreeding could be estimated with greater
precision, the effect size should be even larger24.
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Figure 3 | Strength of viability selection on homozygosity weighted by locus
(HL) for the period 2002–12 inclusive. a, Variation with the SAM index,
where points are estimated values and the fitted grey line indicates the
prediction of the integral projection model. b, Running mean with a window
of 3 years over the study period, which highlights the observed temporal
increase in the mean accounting for year-to-year fluctuations; without a
temporal increase, the mean should stay constant across years. Strength of
selection is expressed as the percentage effect of survival on HL. All vertical bars
show 95% CIs.
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Predicting how species respond to climate change requires an understanding of the genetic basis of variation in individual fitness18. This is
particularly important for long-lived species that may have relatively
few generations in which to respond2 and for species living in polar areas
where rapid and profound changes are occurring25. As environmental
conditions have deteriorated due to climate change, we explored how
reduced food availability is exerting increasingly strong viability selection on an Antarctic fur seal population. Less fit, relatively homozygous
females are increasingly excluded from the breeding population, reflected
in a 17% increase in average breeding female heterozygosity over a 20year period. Heterozygosity is not heritable from mothers to daughters,
so the shift towards older, more heterozygous breeding females is not
an evolutionary response to climate change. However, a more positive
speculation is that, as environmental conditions continue to worsen, heterozygote advantage could promote the persistence of genetic variation26,
potentially buying time to allow the species to respond via adaptation.
Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items
and Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique
to these sections appear only in the online paper.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Antarctic fur seal life cycle and directed acyclic
graph of multi-event mark–recapture models used to estimate vital rates.
a, In the life cycle graph, nodes correspond to stages and arrows to probabilities
of transition (wi ) between stages (Supplementary Information), from year t to
t 1 1. Subscripts are for ages 0, for weanlings, to 6 at full physical maturity, and
breeding stages. P6 acts as a terminal node for individuals observed alive but

never recruited. Fertilities (f) are female weanlings contributed by females
breeding at t 1 1. b, The acyclic graph shows intermediate sets of stages which
are connected by rows, with each stage in a row being represented by a node.
Different transitions are represented by arrows linking intermediate states.
Nodes are different in a and b. See Supplementary Information for definitions
of stages and vital rates.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Variation in survival probability and breeding
propensity (fecundity) with variation in the SAM index. Panel a shows
survival of first-year pre-breeders in red, including its variation with
homozygosity weighted by locus (HL); averaged survival for years 1 to 6 is
shown in blue. Panel b shows age-specific survival for recruiting seals, and

panel c the survival for adults (that is, seals with previous breeding experience)
with variation by stages defined according to previous breeding outcomes
(successful, failed, or deferred breeding). Panel d shows inter-annual breeding
propensity for recently recruited seals and for experienced breeders. All vertical
bars show 95% CIs.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Sensitivity of the population growth rate (log(l))
to changes in statistical parameters of vital rates describing the survival
and fertility functions in integral projection models. Panels a–c show
sensitivity to survival of first year females (a), females of ages 1 to 7
(b; continuous lines for pre-breeders and dashed for breeders), and ages 8 or
above (c). Panel d shows sensitivity to recruitment (a) and panel e shows
sensitivity to inheritance (H(h9 | h)), with a dashed line for the variance

intercept. Panels f and g show sensitivity to fecundity for ages 3 to 7, and 8 or
above, respectively. Panels h and i show sensitivities to breeding success (z)
for ages 3 to 7, and 8 or above, respectively. Red lines are intercepts, black and
grey are linear and quadratic SAM index effects, green are homozygosity
weighted by locus (HL) effects, and blue are linear age effects. The scale of the
vertical axes in panels a–c and e are an order of magnitude higher than in the
other panels.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Sensitivity of the mean population homozygosity
weighted by locus (HL) to changes in statistical parameters of the vital
rates describing the survival and fertility functions in integral projection
models. Panels a–d show sensitivity to survival of first year females (a),
pre-breeders of ages 1 to 7 (b), breeders aged 8 or above (c), and breeders of ages
3 to 7 (d). Panel e shows sensitivity to recruitment (a), and panels f and g show

sensitivity to fecundity for ages 3 to 7, and ages 8 or above, respectively. Panel
h shows sensitivity to inheritance (H(h9 | h)), where the dashed line indicates
the variance parameter. Panels i and j show sensitivity to breeding success for
ages 3 to 7, and ages 8 or above, respectively. Colours are red for intercept,
black and grey for linear and quadratic SAM index effects, respectively, green
for HL effects, and blue for linear age effects.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Sensitivity of the strength of viability selection
(VS) on homozygosity weighted by locus (HL) to statistical parameters of
vital rates describing the survival and fertility functions of integrated
projection models. Panels a–d show sensitivity to survival of first-year females
(a), pre-breeders of ages 1 to 7 (b), breeders of ages 3 to 7 (c) and breeders
of ages 8 or above (d). Panel e shows sensitivity to recruitment (a) and panels
f and g show sensitivity to fecundity for ages 3 to 7, and 8 or above, respectively.

Panel h shows the sensitivity to inheritance (H(h9 | h)), where the dashed line
is for the variance parameter. Panels i and j show sensitivities to breeding
success for ages 3 to 7, and ages 8 or above, respectively. Colours are red
for intercept, black and grey for linear and quadratic SAM index effects,
respectively, green for HL effects, and dark blue and light blue for linear and
quadratic age effects, respectively. Note that the scale of the vertical axis in panel
a is an order of magnitude larger than the other panels.
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Long-term trend in breeding female
homozygosity decomposed by locus. Coloured lines show mean annual
homozygosity weighted by locus (HL) values for each of the loci exhibiting
significant declining trends (see also Extended Data Table 3). The equivalent

relationship for multilocus HL is shown below for reference, with the shaded
area representing the 95% confidence interval of a fitted linear model of HL
against year, and the vertical bars representing 95% confidence limits of the
annual estimates.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Selection of multi-event mark-recapture models of Antarctic fur seal females at Bird Island based on QAICc (see
Methods in the Supplementary Information)

R2dev is the amount of temporal process variance in a vital rate accounted for by the relationship with a covariate relative to the sum of sampling and total temporal process variance. Vital rates: survival (w),
recruitment (a), breeding propensity or fecundity (b), and breeding success (z). Age classes (superscript): juvenile, ages 0 to 7 ( j), and adult, ages 3 to 201 (a). States (subscript): pre-breeder (P), successful breeder
(S), failed breeder (F ), and non-breeder (N). Variation: age-specific (A), time-specific (t), homozygosity weighted by locus (H ), and Southern Annular Mode (S).
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Extended Data Table 2 | Sensitivity analysis and retrospective contribution of Antarctic fur seal vital rates to l

Log-scaled sensitivities/elasticities of stochastic l (log(ls)) to mean and process variance of vital rates hi; vital rate variance contributions to temporal variation in l (b
sl ); and integrated contributions of
homozygosity weighted by locus (HL) and SAM index effects on vital rates to changes in l (Dl) from 2002 to 2012, with 95% confidence intervals in parentheses.
Vital rate notation is as in Extended Data Table 1.
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Extended Data Table 3 | Long-term trends in heterozygosity decomposed by locus

Details of the nine microsatellite loci are shown together with their long-term trends in homozygosity weighted by locus (HL) at the population level and average differences in HL between mothers and their
recruited daughters.
* Linear or quadratic regression trends, accounting for female detectability at the study population; D 5 % change in HL over 20 years; NS non-significant (F-test for linear regression P . 0.05).
{ Paired t-test; x estimated difference; NS non-significant (F-test for linear regression P . 0.05); x is the mean change.
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